### Parts Index

- A. TRAY HOUSING (QTY. 1)
- B. TRAY SLIDE (QTY. 1)
- C. SPRING (QTY. 2)
- D. FLAT ARM LONG (QTY. 4)
- E. FLAT ARM SHORT (QTY. 4)
- F. STEEL L-BRACKET (QTY. 4)
- G. FLEX ARM LONG (QTY. 4)
- H. FLEX ARM SHORT (QTY. 4)
- J. BLACK VINYL CAP (QTY. 4)
- K. 8-32 X ½” STST PH PD MACH SCREW (QTY. 4)
- L. 8-32 x 5/8” STST PH PD MACH SCREW (QTY. 4)
- M. 8-32 NYLOCK NUT (QTY. 8)
- N. 10-24 X 5/8” FH PD STST MACH SCREW (QTY. 1)

### Assembly Instructions

1. Place (B) TRAY SLIDE partially inside (A) TRAY HOUSING. Insert one or both (C) SPRINGS in SLOT of (B) TRAY SLIDE. **SKIP TO STEP 3 IF ONLY USING ONE SPRING**

   **FOR ONE SPRING:** MIN. WIDTH 11”; MAX WIDTH 13”
   **FOR TWO SPRINGS:** MIN. WIDTH 8.56”; MAX WIDTH 12.30”

   Add second spring so that it protrudes from end of (B) SLIDE.

2. Compress SPRING into TRAY using a PHILIPS HEAD SCREW DRIVER. When spring reaches past COUNTERSUNK HOLE, WEDGE spring in place with (K) SCREW.

3. With spring wedged in place, attach (N) SCREW through COUNTERSUNK HOLE. Once tightened, remove (K) SCREW from spring.

4. Select preferred side arms for your device.

   **FOR FLAT-STYLE ARMS:**
   Snap (F) L-BRACKET into either (D) or (E) SIDE ARMS.

   **FOR FLEX-STYLE ARMS:**
   Slide (J) CAPS onto ends of (G) or (H) FLEX ARMS. Cut 1” from end if attaching to (H) FLEX ARMS.

   Attach selected arms using (K) SCREWS and (M) NUTS. Before tightening, adjust arms appropriately to best fit device.

   Optional: extra side arms may be added to front and back of tray for additional support.

**Use (L) SCREWS and (M) NUTS to attach TOUGH-TRAY II to any RAM MOUNT.**